EXAMPLE OF ELEVATION, SECTION, AND PLAN

FROM TOP OF THE SIGN TO THE TOP OF ROOF LINE

Total Sign Background Area is 156 sq.ft.
Total Sign Area is 60 sq.ft.
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NEW PROPOSED WALL SIGN NOT PROJECTING OVER PL

4031 SEPULVEDA BLVD. N

BRUSHED ALUMINUM PAINTED REVERSE CHANNEL LETTERS ON RACEWAY
USED: 13MM TURQUOISE NEON TUBES CHARQUOL BLACK PAINTED SHEET METAL RACEWAY

REVERSE CHANNEL LETTERS ATTACHMENT METHOD

GLASS HOUSINGS
13MM NEON TUBES

GLASS STANDS
CONNECTED TO NEON 15/8 WIRE COPPER TIE WIRE
24 GA. SHEET METAL RETURNS PAINTED BRUSHED ALUMINUM

BRUSHED ALUMINUM BACK PANEL TO COVER THE RACEWAY PAINTED CHARQUOL BLACK

NOTE ELECTRICAL POWER LINE TO BE PROVIDED BY OTHERS, WIRES TO BE CONNECTED AND GROUNDED PER CITY ELECTRICAL CODE.

ALL ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ARE U.L. APPROVED